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Introduction 

This talk is not about particle identification in experiments at high-luminosity 
hadron colliders, as the title of this symposium suggests, Instead, tlie purpose of 
this talk is to review the status of the two full-coverage, rinu; imaging detectors 
currently being built—the RICH system1 in the DELI'II t experiment at LEP and 
the CRID system3 in the SLD experiment at SLAC. We .vill i <->-ount the experiences 
and the design choices made in these two experiii nv*, n . ! summarize how well 
the devices being built actually do perform. 

Figure 1 shows the layout of the SLD experiment It is representative of all 
the high energy e + e~ experiments in that it consist!) of nc-an! htibsystcms, each 
of which contributes independent information on the events mnler study. Figure 1 
is & schematic quadrant view showing each of the subsystems and indicating the 
projective tower structure of the calorimeter, both in the Liquid Argon And in the 
Warm Iron segments. 

The principle of both the DELPHI and SLD ring imaging detectors is summa
rized in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). There arc two radiators—1 cm of a liquid and 45 cms 
of a gas—to give maximum coverage of the momentum range under study in Z° 
decay. Light from the thin liquid radiator falls on the front face of a long drift 
detector box, while light' from the gas radiator is optically focused onto the back 
face of the same particle detector box. The image of the liquid radiator light {for 
normally incident particles) forms a 17 cm radius circle of » 1.5 cm width, and has 
about 25 photoclectrons distributed around the circumference. The gas radiator 
light is focused to a 3 cm radius ring of about 2 mm thickness and with about 12 
photoclectrons. The Cerenkov light is detected in the long drift boxes via pho-
toioniz&tion of a minority component (RS 0.1%) of the drift gas, called TMAE, or 
tetrakis-(Dimcthy]amino)-cthylene. The photoeleclron drifts under tlic influence 
of A uniform electric field, to a multiwire proportional chamber. The coordinates 
of the point of origin of the photoelectron Are measured from the drift time, the 
wire address, and by the charge division on each end of the MWPC anode wire to 
determine the position of the avalanche along the length of the wire. These three 
coordinates are measured with an accuracy of w ±1 mm, resulting in a determina
tion of the Cerenkov angle to as 1%. This allows particle identification e/ir, JT/ K, 
and Kfr as shown in Fig. 3. The potential utility of such hadron identification is 
shown in Fig. 4, where heavy quark tagging in Z° decays is demonstrated, applying 
first the vertex detector information, then the particle identification, and finally 
both together.3 Clean and efficient heavy quark tagging can be clearly achieved 
with the help of the ring imaging detectors. Finally, Fig. 5 shows experimental 
data on the TT, K separation achieved using the SLD prototype Cerenkov counter 
in an 11 GcV/c test beam at SLAC.4 Impressive IT, K separation is observed. 
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An example of the mechanical realization of these detectors is sketched in 
Fig. 6. There are three separate vessels—the Barrel unit, and two End Caps' • • 
which close the solid angle coverage. For the Barrel, the components (the mirror 
ladders, the drift box and detectors, and the liquid radiator trays) are inserted 
through 10 wrctor openings at each end. A G-10 central plane serves as both the 
center mechanical support for each of the components and as a distributor of CO kV 
high voltage to each of the drift boxes. 

So much for a brief overview of the 4ir ring imaging counters. Let ns now 
consider first the problem of principle and then the problems of practice thai one 
faces when designing such a device. We will then review how well these new devices 
are really performing. 

Problems of Principle 

When designing a Ccrcnkov Ring Imaging Detector, one has to face several 
basic design choices. I list the individual items, and then go on to discuss them 
topic by topic: 

• Radiator 
• Photocathode 
• Optics scheme 
• Electron detector design and third coordinate readout 
« Photon feedback protection. 

Radiator 
The choice of radiator is driven by the requirement that it be transparent to 

light of the wavelength of interest and that the index of refraction be appropriate for 
the momentum range under study. The threshold velocity for Cerenkov radiation 
is given as 7 r t = 1/^1 - (1/n 2), where n is the index of refraction. Table 1, 
shows the radiators chosen by four experiments employing ring imaging technology, 
including the two experiments under review in this paper. The performance, in 
terms of particle identification, of the two radiators has already been spelled out 
in Fig. 3. The variation of Cerenkov angle for each radiator, for e, x, if, and p is 
shown in Fig. 7, as a function of particle momentum. One can quickly see that if 
an angular resolution of 1-2 mrad can be achieved, excellent particle identification 
may be achieved over a broad momentum region. 
Photocathode 

In recent years, only two photocathodes have been widely used, although there 
is an interesting effort in "designer-molecular chemistry™ underway to develop al
ternative materials.5 The photocathodc IB a carrier gas with a minority mixture 
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of a pholoionizing agent—cither tricthylaminc (TEA) or tetrakis dimcthylamine 
ethylene (TMAE). The properties of these photocathodc materials are summarized 
in Tabic II. 

For large-area systems, TEA it) not favored, as it requires expensive CaP win-
dons and requires very clean gas in the radiator volume to avoid the loss of 
Cerenkov photons at the wavelength one wishes to detect. TMAE is more for
giving, both in the cost of window material and in the required cleanliness (or 
removal of oxygen and water vapor) of the gas radiator system. The disadvantages 
of TMAE are its low vapor pressure (which results in a long Ccrcnkov photon ab
sorption length) and the high electronegativity of the chemical reaction products.6 

Optics 
The choice of the optics for a ring imaging system, as described in Fig. 2(a) 

above, is driven by the requirement to keep the contribution to the measurement 
error due to the focusing sytjtem small when compared to other errors. The various 
sources of error are well described in Tom Ypsilantis' 1080 talk on Cerenkov Ring 
Imaging for LEP experiments7 and in Tord Ekclof'B 1984 SLAC Summer School 
lectures.8 

The two experiments choose different solutions to this problem. DELPHI uses 
larger area minors and has developed a new fabrication technique which uses no 
grinding and polishing, and preserves the virgin surface of the float glass blanks 
used to form the mirrors. To keep the errors due to optical distortion acceptable, 
they slump parabolic mirrors. They have successfully produced all of their mirrors, 
with the help of Bofors Co., and have achieved excellent UV reflectivity and surface 
flatness.9 The average reflectance of all the DELPHI mirrors is greater than 85% 
for the wavelength range (1650—2000)A. 

For SLD, the optics design employs two ladderB of five (27 x 30) cm mirrors, 
reflecting the light back to each drift box. With this size mirror, SLD can com
fortably use spherical mirrore. The mirrors for the Barrel counter have all been 
produced by Lancaster Corp. and coated by Acton Co. They arc 6 mm thick float 
glass pieces which are rapidly slumped in a mold in a gas oven, annealed and then 
ground and polished to the required surface finish. The blanks are then checked for 
dimensions, radiuB of curvature, local flatness and optical distortion; those passing, 
were sent to Acton Co. for a good UV reflectance coating. Figure 8(a) is the data 
from a detailed Burface profile measurement of these mirrors, showing 26 A rms 
features on the mirror surface; Fig. 8(b) displays the reflectance as a function of 
wavelength for the first 100 mirrors produced. 
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Electron Detector 
The choice of design for the electron detector for a Ccrenkov Ring Imaging 

counter has to accommodate several requirements. The detector scheme is schemat* 
ically shown in Fig. 9, where the Ccrcnkov phot on is Been entering the photocathode 
region and photoionizing the TMAE gas. The long absorption length in TMAE 
rcsul'r. In a parallax error which must be removed by measuring the depth at which 
the electron was produced (i.e., the third coordinate). So the drift time and wire 
address come fairly straightforwardly, but the technique used to measure this third 
coordinate is something of a challenge. 

Figure 10 shows the electron detection mechanism—the formation of a Townsend 
avalanche near the surface of the anode wire of the MWPC. The formation of the 
avalanche leaves the gas in an excited state, and a substantial fraction of this time 
the return to the ground state is achieved by photon emission. The very high 
efficiency TMAE photoc&thode provides the engine for a strong positive feedback 
situation which must be controlled in an effective detector design. 

The solution chosen by the DELPHI experiment is shown in Fig. 11. The 
anodes are 20 pm tungsten wires strung on a pitch of 2.6 mm. The third coordinate 
is read out by cathode strips, as shown in the figure. To achieve good efficiency for 
the cathode readout, close coupling of the anode is necessary, resulting in 0.5 mm 
anode-to-cathode spacing. The cathode strips are 5.4 mm wide and 42 mm long, 
covering 16 anode wires. The large signi] developed by the energy loss from the 
passage of a charged particle represents a challenge for this method in that the large 
signal is capacitatively coupled to neighboring anodes unless clever precautions are 
taken. A resolution of 2 mm in this coordinate measurement has been achieved by 
the DELPHI group.10 The protection against photon feedback is achieved by the 
blinds erected between wires, as displayed in Fig. 11. They are 1 cm high alumina 
blinds with field defining wires placed along the wall to shape the electric field 
guiding the electrons onto the MWPC anode. This structure interdicts wtre-to-
wjre paths, and limits the opening angle back into the drift volume to ~ 14°. 

The SLD solution is shown in Fig. 12. The third coordinate is interpreted by 
a charge division measurement on the MWPC anodes. To achieve the required 
resolution, very resistive wires must be used. The SLD chamber !B strung with 
7 ftm diameter carbon monofilaments, with a linear resistance of about 40 A'fl 
for the 10 cm length. The anodes are strung on a 3.2 mm pitch. A resolution of 
± 0.7 mm is achieved in reading out the position of the avalanche along the length 
of the wire.11 The photon feedback is tamed by machining U-shaped troughs in the 
cathode, giving wire-to-wire shielding. The backstreaming opening angle is limited 
to w5° by a series of copper sheets, each at graded potential to properly control 
the electric drift field, and etched with 1 mm slots of metal removed in front of 
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each anode. The observed photon feedback is shown in Fig. 13 as a function of 
the chamber voltage or, equivalently, of the gas gain. 1 2 A feedback level of »s 1% 
is observed for normal operating conditions of the CRID. 

Results of (he charge division arc shown in Fig. 14, from an average gas gain 
of 2 x 105, The resolution in determining the position of this avalanche along the 
7 fim carbon wire is shown in Pig. 15 and indicates a measurement of ~ 0.8% of 
the wire length, or ~ ± 0.7 mm. 

Both detector solutions—that from DELPHI and from SLD—have been shown 
to perform satisfactorily and with the required accuracy to result in excellent par
ticle identification over the momentum range to be examined in 2° decays. 

Table III summarizes the various choices of principle made by these two exper
iments. 

Problems of Practice 

Moving from issues of principle to choices of practice, I list a number of areas of 
concern that require attention when designing and commissioning a ring imaging 
detector. They are: 

« choice of the drift gas for long drift box 
• cleanliness of the gases * 
• choice of construction materials 
• operating temperature 
• implementation of the electrostatics * 
• choice of the H.V. operating point * 
» gating * 
• wire aging in TMAE environment * 
» calibration/monitoring of drift box/detectors. * 
I wit! not have time to discuss all of these points, but will make some comments 

on each of the starred items. 

Gas Cleanliness 
The radiators have to be kept clean, with low contamination of oxygen and 

water vapor, to reduce the absorptive losses of UV photons, The drift gas also 
lias to be kept free of oxygen and water vapor in order to minimize the electron 
capture losses of the precious photoclectrons as they drift of the order of 1 m 
in the long drift boxes (see Sec. 1). In addition, we found that the commercially 
available TMAB comes with substantial contamination of highly electronegative 
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components. In Fig. 16, we show gas chromatograph plots of regular, commer
cial TMAE and carefully washed TMAE, indicating the removal of much of the 
contamination . 6 

Elect- ^statics 
The pholocathodes in both of these experiments are TMAE-gas filled, quartz 

windowed boxes, -with uniform electric fields along the box axis, guiding the drifting 
phatoetertrons towards the M WPC detector. The method of producing the electric 
field in the two experiments is rather different. 

For DELPHI, the boxes arc made from quartz on all four sides, glued together 
to form a gas-tight structure. The field cage is made wi'„h metal strips evaporated 
onto the quartz. This has the very real advantage of having the dialectric surface 
in intimate contact with the conductors defining the drift field. It has the nuisance 
that it is difficult to make the electrical connections to the evaporated stripes. 

For SLD, the boxes are made with G-10 printed circuit board sides and quartz 
windows, top and bottom. A photograph of the inner core of an SLD drift box dur
ing assembly is shown in Fig. 17. The sides in these boxes are double-walled, with 
a purge gas flowing in the side volume to reduce the risk of the very electroneg
ative freon gas radiator leaking into the drift volume. The field cage is formed 
using etched arrays stretched on tooling fixtures and glued to both sides (inner 
and outer) of each quartz window of the box. The etched arrays are fabricated by 
etching away most of the metal from a 100 pm sheet, 150 X 50 cm of BcCu. What 
remains are 70 pm wires every 3 mm, with solder tabs at each end and a wide rib
bon around the border for handling and for mounting on the tooling fixtures. This 
fabrication method creates highly reproducible wire frames which can be very pre
cisely placed with respect to tooling heads in the border frames. Reproducibility 
from window to window and from inside to outside on a given window is ±20 pm 
over 130 cm. These arc reasonably easily assembled on the windows; semiauto
matic soldering techniques provide the electrical connection. The disadvantage in 
this construction is that the etched-array wire is not in intimate contact with the 
quartz and may allow polarization of the dielectric under certain conditions. So 
far in our prototype tests, we have not observed such effects. 

Gating 
The principle of Cerenkov photon detection was described in the Introduction 

and in Fig. 2. The uniform electric drift field, which guides the photoelectrons 
along the length of the long drift boxes and towards the multiwire proportional 
detector, is terminated on a grid of 100 /im tungsten wire strung on a pitch of 
3.2 mm for the SLD device. The drifting electrons then experience a transfer field 
which sweeps it onwards into the etched array stack and focuses it down onto the 
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anode wire, where it avalanches to a swarm of ~ 1 0 s electrons. For the DELPHI 
detector, the drift field is similarly terminated. 

The nominal electron drift path and the corresponding drift path of the re
turning positive ions are shown as the left-hand diagrams in Fig. 18. 

To protect the M WPC from premature aging and to avoid the buildup of charge 
on the walls of the long drift box, both the SLD and DELPHI experiments employ 
a gating circuit which switches +350 V and -350 V relative to the nominal voltage 
on alternate wires of this grid of 100 /<m wires (see Fig. 18), When the gate is 
closed (i.e., when the ±350 V is applied), no electrons drifting from the long drift 
box may enter the detector and no positive ions may escape from the detector; see 
the right-hand drawing in Fig, 18. 

A typical operation in the SLD will be to open the gate with each e + e~ crossing 
of the SLC (a 120 Hz operation) and close it again after about 40 fis. In this 
case, only electrons associated with events at the e + e~ crossing will be detected, 
and the gate may be inhibited during poor operating conditions of the machine. 
The positive ions from the Townsend avalanche that caused the detection of a 
photoelcctron will have only moved a few mm through the etched array stack 
before the gate closes, and so will never enter the drift box volume. 

Wire Aging 

The addition of TM AE to regular drift chamber gas mixtures appears to dras
tically reduce chamber lifetimes.1 3 We have measured such behavior for several 
different gas mixtures, flow rates, and for different size anode wires. When a 
chamber that shows such a loss in gain is opened and the anode surface exposed 
to air, droplets form on the anode; see Fig, 19. The deposit on the anode may 
be effectively cleaned by washing the chamber in ethanol. Normal operation is 
observed when the chamber is again put into service. For the SLD device, we have 
made serendipitous use of the resistive anodes! A d.c. current of ~ 10 m.a. ap
plied for about 15 minutes raises the surface temperature of the anodes to > 400°C 
and "self cleans" the chamber by burning off the residue. In Fig. 20, a series of 
"deaths" of an SLD electron detector is shown, with subsequent "rebirth" after the 
required 15 minute "cooking." 

This should be an effective maintenance method for controlling the gain losses 
due to TMAE dissociation products depositing on the anodes. 

Performance 

Having discussed how these two experiments have been designed and put to
gether, we should now ask how well they actually perform. 
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Figure 21 shows the angular resolution from both the liquid radiator and the 
gas radiator, as measured in the CERN tests of the DELPHI RICH prototype. 
Examples of single events showing x,K separation at 11 GeV/c and C,T separa
tion at 4 GeV/c arc shown in Fig. 22 for the SLD CR1D prototype. The measured 
Cerenkov ring radius for 11 GeV/c, IT'S and A'ls for the SLD prototype was shown 
in Fig. 5 above. The pton ring radius is measured to an accuracy of ±0,8 mm, cor
responding to the result of measuring ~ 12 photoelectrons on the Cerenkov circle, 
each one measured with an accuracy of ~ 2.1 nun. Very clean x,JC separation is 
observed. 

Table HI summarizes the results for the prototype program of both SLD and 
DELPHI. Both experiments have achieved good No, observing ~ 12 photoelec
trons on the gas ring and ~ 25 photoelectrons for the liquid radiator. The spatial 
accuracy for reconstructing the point of origin of the photoclcctron allows measure
ment of the gas Cerenkov angle to ± (1-2)%, and for the liquid Cerenkov angle 
to — ± 0.5%. Such performance allows x,Ktfl separation over most of the mo
mentum range of Z° decays. The SLD CRID experiment has demonstrated that 
it can resolve neighboring photoelectron hits (with the second pulse only 10% in 
amplitude of the first) within 3-4 mm. 

Status of the Experiments 

Delphi 
t> The LEP machine is planned to turn on in July 1989. 
• The RICH subsystem is now being installed in DELPHI. 
• At least part of the RICH will be operational at the turn-on of DELPHI. 

SLD 

a The SLC is running now, and we are hoping for the first Z°'s now* 
o The SLD experiment is coming together well. The magnet has been ready 

for over a year, and the muon system and tail-catcher calorimeter are ready. 
The Liquid Argon Calorimeter is being installed now and should be ready for 
cool-down by this Fall. The Central Tracker is finished stringing and should 
be ready for installation in the Fall. The Cerenkov counter vessel will be 
installed in SLD this Summer, and part (30-50%] of the components will be 
inserted by this Fall. The SLD will then prepare for a cosmic ray shakedown 
test in January-April 1990. 

* The lint Z* from SLC was observed by Mark II on April M, 1989—icven days after thin 
talk. 
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o The remainder of the CRID components will be installed in SLD following 
the cosmic ray test run, in Spring 1990. 

o SLD should move into the beamline in SLC during the summer of 1990. It h 
expected that the removal of Mark II, the installation of the new SLC Final 
FOCUB, and the roll-in of the SLD experiment,will take about three months. 

Conclusion 

The two 4?r Ccrenkov ring imaging detectors are coming together quite rapidly 
and successfully. They promise to do their jobs well in a physics environment where 
they clearly have a Lot to offer. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig, 1. A schematic quadrant view of the SLD detector at SLAC. 
Fig. 2. Demonstration of the principle of the DELPHI and SLD Cercnkov Ring 

Imaging Detectors, (a) shows the arrangement of the two radiators and 
the photon detector; (b) shows the details of the long drift photoolectron 
detector. 

Fig. 3. The particle identification performance expected for the Cerenkov Ring 
imaging Detector in DELPHI and SLD. 

Fig. 4. The evolution of the charm signal in Kxn from 2° decays, from a Monte 
Carlo study by W. Atwood. The precision CCD vertex and the ORID 
system arc used first separately and then together to isolate, with frir 
efficiency, a very clean D peak. 

Fig. S. Experimental data from test beam studies on the IT K separation achieved 
by the SLD CRID prototype at 11 GeV/c. 

Fig, 6. Schematic diagram of the mechanical layout of the SLD CRID. 
Fig. 7. Estimated particle separation as a function of momentum with (a) the 

gas radiator and with (b) the liquid radiator. Indicated are \<r separation 
bands expected at the SLD, based on the prototype results. 

Fig. 8. (a) Surface flatness measurements of the mirror blanks from Lancaster Co. 
They typically have 20-30 A feature si2e." (b) The measured reflectance 
of the first 100 mirror blanks coated by Acton Co. for the SLD-CRID. 
Schematic diagram of the parallax error introduced by the ficrenkov 
photon attenuation length in the drift gas. 
Diagrammatic representation of photon feedback. First the Cerenkov 
photon is absorbed by a TMAE molecule in the drift gas and frees a 
photoelcctron. The electron drifts under the action of a guide field to 
the high electric field region around an anode wire and experience a 
Townsend avalanche. The gas around the avalanche region is in an ex
cited state and part of the time de-excites by emission of an optical 
photon. Such photons are quickly absorbed in the high quantum effi
ciency photocathode gas, thus giving use to a positive feedback mech
anism. For successful operation of a Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector 
this phenomena must be tamed. 

A schematic of the DELPHI electron detector showing the blinds between 
anode wires which control the photon feedback. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

Fig, 11. 
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Fig. 12. A schematic of the SLD electron detector showing the teched arrays and 
U-shaped cathode which control the photon feedback. 

Fig. 13. The measured photon feedback in the SLD electron detector as a function 
of chamber voltage. 

Fig, M. The measured charge division resolution in the SLD electron detector. 
Fig. 15. The position resolution as a function of distance along the anode wire 

for the SLD detector. 
Fig. 16. Cias chromntograph traces for (a) commercial TMAE, and (b) TMAE 

washed and passed through a sieve. 
Fig. 17. A photograph of the core of an SLD drift box during assembly. 
Fig. 18. Trajectories for electrons and positrons near the electron detector in the 

SLD for open and closed gate voltage settings. 
Fig. 19- Photograph of the deposit on an anode wire after aging and opening to 

the atmosphere. 
Fig. 20. Data on the aging cycle of an SLD electron detector with TMAE be

ing repeatedly aged by exposure to radiation and "cleaned" by locally 
heating the anode. 

Fig. 21. Comparison of the measured and calculated Cercnkov angular resolution 
for both liquid and gas radiators in the DELPHI RICH prototype. 

Fig. 22. Single event display from the SLD CR1D prototype; (a) and (b) are 11 
GeV/c JT+ and A'+» respectively, while (c) and (d) are 4 GeV/c JT" and 
e", respectively. 
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